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To obtain a position as foreman for a concrete masonry crew, while continuing 
hands on work within the field.

APRIL 2006 – FEBRUARY 2009
CONCRETE FOREMAN III - ABC CORPORATION

 Supervised a crew of six to eight employees, meeting every morning to explain 
daily tasking.

 Arranged sites for work to be done, including ordering trucks for concrete 
delivery and equipment.

 Labored alongside crew, pouring and finishing concrete slabs, sidewalks, street 
pavement, and curb and gutter, to complete work in timely manner.

 Reviewed employee timecards on a daily basis and submitted to direct 
supervisor.

 Prepared daily foremans report, tracking time, finances, and equipment; 
submitted to supervisor regularly.

 Personally trained new employees via hands on experience.
 Operated skid loaders, backhoes, front-end loaders, and rollers on regular basis.

2002 – 2006
CONCRETE FOREMAN - ABC CORPORATION

 Kerkstra precast is a constructing and engineering concrete corporation.
 Working with Kerkstra precast I was a laborer, working with a crew of about 1-2 

depending on the demands.
 We would create and develop concrete columns for upcoming projects, also 

working with engineers to create the rebar layout in the concrete, putting rebar 
in the concrete ultimately makes the concrete about 15-22 percents stronger 
because the rebar holds the concrete together much longer.

 Was able to work on my own with limited supervision, working well with all my 
colleagues.

 How it worked in this company was you do your specific job and thats it, well im 
the type of person that If I see you are struggling and need help with something
I will help you, of course I would make sure my job was done first but im not 
going to let someone possibly hurt themselves by doing too much past there 
level of ability.

 This company did no like that so they had let me go, there reasoning was that 
my classes took up too much of my time and they needed me there but the 
human resources worker had told me differently.

 First week in working with this company i had changed the idea of there whole 
engineering program, changing CAD to CAD44 Skills Used quickly learned the 
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way this company worked strength engineering construction blueprints.

EDUCATION

Construction Electrician Program - 1975(Albert Lea Area Vo-Tech - Albert Lea, 
MN)

SKILLS

Blueprint Reading, Equipment Operator, Class A CDL, Concrete Finishing.
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